TRUSTED SOLUTIONS FOR COMMAND AND CONTROL CENTERS

The best never rest. Neither do threats, which is why those with the ultimate responsibility to protect American lives choose CineMassive.

Every branch of the U.S. Armed Forces, NASA, FEMA, and Intelligence Communities rely on CineMassive’s visual intelligence systems for critical decisions.

CineMassive designs, develops, manufactures, and delivers USA-made video wall solutions for critical command centers around the world.

ABOUT CINEMASSIVE

CineMassive’s GuardianCare service supports you from mission planning at home to execution in the most demanding operational environments. With 24/7/365 global support you can stay focused on the mission, not the infrastructure. Ask about Pre-deployment training and maintenance.

FOCUS ON THE MISSION, NOT INFRASTRUCTURE

SUPPORT FOR EVERY LEVEL OF COMMAND

CineMassive provides a range of video wall solutions to support every level of your command. These include:

- Operations Centers
- Conference Rooms
- Planning Suites
- VTC Suites
- Intel Suites
- Commander Conference Rooms
- Training Rooms
CINE MASSIVE NETWORK-DISTRIBUTED COMMON OPERATING PICTURE

Display content from anywhere to anywhere for a completely agnostic common operation using any asset regardless of manufacturer, video card, and age.

CONFERENCE ROOM

CineMassive conference rooms are interoperable with VTC codecs from all manufacturers and can support multi-domain VTC. CineNet software controls VTC cameras, codecs, microphones, and classification signage all from a 10” touch panel.

COMMAND CENTER

CineMassive delivers permanent, turn-key video wall systems for JOCs, TOCs, classrooms, and other critical environments. Turn-key solutions - which include displays, processors, multi-domain VTC, audio and control software - can be installed and fully integrated onsite by our expert team or partners.

EXPEDITIONARY

The SMD (Scalable Mobile Display) is a high-resolution, turn-key video wall solution optimized for expeditionary operations. The SMD can be quickly deployed and fits into the supplied cases for easy transport.

MOBILE

The CineNet Mobile App connects remote users to the command center, allowing them to share and contribute to a common operating picture. Android users can stream video directly from their camera to the command center video wall or view the video wall canvas in realtime from their mobile phone.

SCHEDULE A LIVE DEMO

1.844.891.6090
sales@cinemassive.com